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What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)? 
A. Strong AI: Systems that think exactly 
like humans do
B. Weak AI: Systems work without figuring 
out how human reasoning works
C. Human reasoning as a model but not 
necessarily the end goal
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Where are we now?
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Yes
 Object recognition in 
images
 Translation between 
languages
 Play some games (Atari, 
Chess, Go)
 Autonomous driving
No
✖ Learn a task with only a few 
examples
✖ Carry background 
knowledge across domains 
and tasks
✖ Learn complex 
relationships (Causal, 
transitive)
AI in all it’s glory
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AI in action
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Timeline of the past of AI 
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Image Recognition
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Image Recognition
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Image Recognition
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Image Recognition
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AI Humans
Crunching numbers Background knowledge
Needs thousands of examples One shot learning
Only inputs & outputs Complex relations
Learning a New Task
Why Pattern Recognition Is Not Enough
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Conceptual Model Building
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Bridging The Gap: A Neural-Symbolic 
Architecture
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Conceptual Model Building In AI: A Neural-Symbolic Experiment
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Neural Network: 95%
Neural-Symbolic System: 70% 
Neural Network: 55%
Neural-Symbolic System: 
70%
Fixed Random
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Neural combinations may hold the key
The next generation of AI may result from the combination of 
neural networks with better reasoning models such as symbolic 
logic.
Ask me in 3 years!
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Thank you!
Questions?
